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Abstract 
We define a simplification ordering on terms which is AC-compatible and total on non-AC- 
equivalent ground terms, without any restrictions on the signature like the number of AC- 
symbols or free symbols. 
Unlike previous work by Narendran and Rusinowitch (1991) our AC-RPO ordering is not 
based on polynomial interpretations, but on a simple extension of the well-known RPO 
ordering (with a total (arbitrary) precedence on the function symbols). This solves an open 
question posed e.g. by Bachmair (1992). 
A second ifference isthat this ordering is also defined on terms with variables, which makes 
it applicable in practice for complete theorem proving strategies with built-in AC-unification 
and for orienting non-ground rewrite systems. 
The ordering is defined in a simple way by means of rewrite rules, and can be easily 
implemented, since its main component is RPO. 
1. Introduction 
Automated termination proofs are well-known to be crucial for using rewriting-like 
methods in theorem proving and programming. In such methods, sometimes particu- 
lar treatments are preferable (e.g. for efficiency reasons) for equational theories 
including "permutative" axioms like commutativity (which cannot be oriented into 
rewrite rules by means of well-founded orderings). Especially interesting because of its 
many practical applications i the case when the equational theory is associativity and 
commutativity (AC) for some of the operators. Therefore, a lot of work has been done 
on the development of suitable AC-compatible reduction or simplification orderings, 
like [8, 3, 9, 4, 11, 1]. 
~~ This paper is is an extended and revised version of [ 19], where a different formulation of this ordering was 
given. Here we include a simpler more elegant formulation which moreover works uniformly for both 
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An essential additional property of the ordering that is needed in order to preserve 
the completeness of most rewrite-based theorem proving techniques for first-order 
clauses (modulo AC) is its totality on (AC-different) ground terms. Such a total 
ordering was finally found by Narendran and Rusinowitch (cf. [15], where it is applied 
to prove that any AC-ground theory admits a finite convergent rewrite system, see 
also [13]). Here we also define a simplification ordering which is AC-compatible and 
total on non-AC-equivalent ground terms, without any restrictions on the signature 
like the number of AC-symbols or free symbols. However, an important difference 
with [15] is that our ordering is not based on polynomial interpretations, but, in 
a simple way, on a total (arbitrary) precedence on the function symbols, like in LPO or 
RPO. 
The fact that out ordering is also defined on terms with variables makes it 
applicable in practice for orienting nonground rewrite systems. However, our main 
motivation for this work was that an ordering like this one is essential to obtain 
complete theorem proving strategies with built-in AC-unification, and in particular 
for the extension to the AC-case [18] (see also [20]) of our completeness proofs for 
deduction with ordering constrained clauses [17] and basic superposition strategies 
[16, 2], which have turned out quite useful in the AC case, as it was already pointed 
out in [12]. 
Furthermore, we believe that a simple ordering like the one defined here can also be 
a first step towards a decision procedure for the satisfiability of AC-ordering con- 
straints, like done in [5] and [10] for LPO and RPO. 
Let us now first give some intuition about he definition of the ordering. Let ~~po be 
a recursive path ordering (with status) generated by a total precedence ~-~, in which 
AC-symbols, denoted by ~'AC, have multiset status and where all other symbols have 
lexicographical left-to-right status. The ordering ~rpo is a simplification ordering 
on Y'(~-, Sf), which is total on Y-(~-) (considering = as equality up to permutation 
of arguments of multiset symbols). Moreover, >-~po is compatible wrt = ,  i.e. 
s' = s ~~pot -- t' implies s' ~>'rpo t', for all terms, s, s', t and t' in Y-(~-, Y'). 
This ordering ~'~po is total on the AC-congruence classes of ~--(oß) (i.e. all AC- 
different terms are comparable). However, it is not AC-compatible: not all terms ofone 
class compare in the same way with each other term. Flattening terms (removing 
nested AC-symbols) before comparing them under >-rpo solves this problem, but then 
monotonicity is lost. 
Example 1.1. I f f>g  wherefe ~-AC, thenf(a, a)>rpog(a), but for the termsf(a,f(a, a)) 
and f (a, g(a) ), after flattening we get f (a, a, a)~'rpo f (a, g(a) ). 
Here the problem is caused by the symbol g immediately below the AC-symbolf 
Sincef>-g, we havef(a, a) ~'rpog(a), but after adding the contextf(a, [1) and flattening, 
the innermost symbolfdisappears nd the 9 remains, reversing the orientation. These 
situations are avoided by the ordering defined here, which, roughly speaking, com- 
pares terms only after removing such symbols g. 
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Flattening of AC-terms consists of rewriting them to normal form wrt the set R F of 
flattenin9 rules of the form 
f (  .... f (x l  ..... xù) .... )--* f (  . . . .  X 1 . . . . .  X . . . . .  ) 
for all AC-function symbolsf We also define a set of interpretation rules Rx of the form 
f ( . . . ,  9(x, ..... xù) ..... )~  f (  .... xi .... ) 
for all AC-symbols fw i th f>-g  and all ic 1 ... n. 
Now let snfR(s) and snfR(t) denote the sets of normal forms (by rewriting with these 
rules R) of s and t, respectively. Then, roughly, in the AC-RPO ordering >- we define 
s>-t if for all terms in snfR(t) there is a bigger one (w.r.t. >-,po) in snfR(s). 
On the other hand, if for all terms in snfR(t) there is only a bigger or equal one in 
snfR(s) (note that then s and t have the same head symbol f )  then a comparison is
required between the top level subterms of s and t (after ewriting sand t with RF only 
at the topmost position). This comparison is done with the multiset extension of >- if 
f is an AC symbol and with the lexicographic extension otherwise (see Section 3 for 
the formal definition). 
Example 1.2. Suppose a~f»g  where f~~-AC. Then for the example above mono- 
tonicity is preserved: we have f(a, a)>-g(a) becuase snf«(f(a, a))= {f(a, a)} and 
snfR(g(a))={g(a)} and f(a,a)>%og(a). Also, f(a,f(a,a))>-f(a,g(a)), since 
snfR( f (a, a) ) ) = { f (a, a, a)} and snfR( f (a, g(a) ) ) = { f (a, a)} (note thatf>-g and hence 
g taust be removed) and f(a, a, a)~rpo f(a, a). 
It is worth emphasizing that only for simplicity reasons the ordering is defined in 
this paper in terms of the set of normal forms. In Section 6 we will provide an 
equivalent more efficient definition, which is based on the fact that for any ground 
term s the unique maximal (wrt >-rpo) term in snfR(s) can be obtained by rewriting 
innermost with R and keeping the maximal (w.r.t. ~rpo) candidate when n rules of the 
form f (  .... g(xl .. . . .  xù) .... ) ~ f (  .... xi .... ) can be applied. 
To obtain a family of different orderings we introduce (in the formal definition given 
in the next section) the possibility of having rules in R~ not only for AC-symbols but 
also for some non-AC-symbols. This is done by means of splitting f f  in two subsets: 
the set of interpreted symbols (which taust include ~-AC) and the set of noninterpreted 
symbols. 
Example 1.3. Let ~ be {f, g, a}, wherefis an AC-symbol and g is a non-AC-symbol. 
If only the AC-symbols are interpreted then 9(f(a, a))>'f(o(a), a) for any precedence 
between f, g and a. But if we allow interpreting g then, with any precedence satisfying 
g ~~ f, we havef(9(a), a) ~ 9(f(a, a)), since the set of normal forms (w.r.t. the new R) 
off(g(a), a) and g(f(a, a)) are, respectively, {f(g(a), a)} and {g(a)}. 
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We also want to make the observation that our ordering can be redefined to allow 
also part of the non-AC symbols to have a multiset status in the underlying RPO 
ordering. Here we do not give any specific proofs for this fact, as it is straightforward 
to extend all the existing proofs to this case. This allows us in some cases to obtain 
different orientations, although of course totality on the AC-congruence classes of 
5 (  ,~ ) is then reduced to totality up to permutation of arguments of such multiset 
operators. 
This paper is structured in the following way. Section 2 provides the necessary 
technical background. In Sections 3 and 4 we give the main definitions and some basic 
properties of the rewrite system R. In Section 5 we prove the main properties of the 
ordering for the ground case and Section 6 is on the implementation f the ordering. 
Section 7 proves the applicability of the ordering to terms with variables, and the last 
three sections are devoted to examples, extensions and comaprisons with other related 
work and future work. 
2. Definitions and basic properties 
In the following we consider that o~ is a finite set of function symbols that is totally 
ordered by a precedence >-a,, where ~AC is the subset containing all AC-symbols of 
~ .  We assume that _1_ is the smallest constant symbol of ~-. 
The arity of a function symbol f, denoted by «(f), is a set of natural numbers 
that indicates the number of arguments that f may take. If fe~-AC then « ( f )  
contains all natural numbers greater than 1; otherwise, «( f )  contains one natural 
number. J (~)  and Y-(~, Re) are defined as usual according to these arities, if R e is 
a set of variables, whose elements will be denoted by x, y, z ..... possibily with 
subscripts. 
We denote by =AC the congruence generated on ~-(~-) by the associativity and 
commutativity axioms for the symbols in ~AC. Let s, t, s' and t' be arbitrary terms in 
Y-(~-), and let u be a nonempty context in Y'(~-). Then an ordering on Y-(~-) 
(a transitive irreflexive relation) >- fulfills the subterm property if u It] >- t. It fulfills the 
deletion property il f (  ..., t,... ) ~>f( ...... ) for al l f in ~-AC. Furthermore, it is monotonic 
if s~t  implies u[s]>-u[t]. A monotonic ordering that fulfills the subterm and 
deletion properties is called a simplification ordering and is well-founded [7]: there 
are no infinite sequences t~ >-t2 >- -.. Finally, an ordering >- is AC-compatible if
s' =AcS ~" t =AC t' implies s' ~ t'. 
Let s be a ground termf(s~ ... sù) with n ~> O. Then the size of s, denoted by Is[, is 
defined as [Sx] + ... + [sù[ + 1. Furthermore, f i s  the head symbol of s, denoted by 
9~ead(s). 
The extension of the =AC relation to multisets ==AC is defined by 
{s~ ..... s,ù} ==AC {tx ..... tù} iff m= n and if n >0 then there exists some tj s.t. 
$1 =AC tj and {sl, ...,sm} \ ($1} ==AC {tl . . . . .  tn} \{t j ) .  
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Given a relation ~-, the AC-multiset extension of ~- on finite multisets, denoted by 
>)~, is defined by M = {sl . . . . .  s,ù};,)~ {tl . . . . .  tù} = N if 
• M#0andN=0or  
• si =AC tj and M\{s i}>) -N\{@,  for some / in  1 ... m and j  in 1 . . .n or 
• s i>- thA . . .AS i~- t2k  and (M\{s~};}>N\{tj ,  . . . . .  tik } or M\{s i}==AcN\  
{tj, . . . . .  typ}) for some i in 1 . . .m and 1 ~<Jl < "" <Je ~< n (k ~> 0), 
i.e. after eliminating each occurrence at both sides of an AC-equivalent element, M is 
nonempty and for every element in N there is a bigger one wrt ;~ in M. 
Let each symbol f in the set of function symbols o~ have a status, denoted by 
Stat(f) ,  which can be lexicographic (lex) or multiset (mul). In the following we 
consider = as equality of terms up to permutat ion of arguments for such function 
symbols with multiset status. 
The recursive path orderin9 with status on j (o~,  X)  is based on a (precedence) 
ordering >-~ on the set of function symbols ~:  s =f (s l  ... sù,) >'rpot iff 
I. 3 ie l  . . .m with s~>»pot or si = t, or 
2. t = g(tl ...tù) with f )>~ g and S~rpotj for a l l j e l  ...n, or 
3. t=f ( t l  . . . .  tm) ,Stat ( f )= lex ,  and(s l  . . . .  Sm)~lex  ~po ..., tù)ands~-rpotkforal l  
ke l  .. .m, or 
4. t = f ( t  ... tù), Stat ( f )  = mul, and {sl . . . . .  s,ù} >Nrpo{t~ .. . . .  tù}. 
where »rpo and ~l«x --rpo are,. respectively, the multiset and lexicographic extension of 
~'rpo" 
In the following, by S~'rpot , we mean S~'rpot or s = t. By maXrpo(S ) we denote 
a maximal element wrt ;>'rpo of the set of ground terms S (note that all maximal 
ground terms in S are equal up to permutat ion of arguments, i.e. maXrpo(S ) is an 
arbitrarily chosen maximal term in S). 
Lemma 2.1. The orderin9 ~'rpoiS a simplißcation orderin9 on J ' (o~,  X), where s »rpo t 
or t>'rpoS for all terms s and t in J - (~)  with s # t. Furthermore, s '=  S>rpot = t' 
implies s'>'rpot',for all terms s, s', t and t' in J - (~ ,  Yf). 
Given a term t and a (terminating) rewrite systme R, the set of normal forms of t 
w.r.t. R will be denoted by snfR(t). 
3. The ordering 
In this section the rewrite system R and the AC-RPO ordering (denoted by ~-) are 
formally defined. Note that the sets of rules are infinite due to the fact that AC- 
symbols can have arbitrary large arities (greater than or equal to 2). 
As said, we consider that the set of function symbols ~ is totally ordered 
by a precedence ~~,  where O~AC is the subset containing all AC-symbols of ~ .  
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Furthermore, it is supposed that some of the function symbols in ~- (at least the 
AC-symbols) are chosen to be interpretedfunction symbols. We denote this subset by 
~ i ,  and we have that ~-AC _C ~~. 
Definition 3.1. By ~'rpo we denote the recursive path ordering with status where 
Star ( f )  = mul iffe~-AC and Stat ( f )  = lex otherwise. 
Definition 3.2. The rewrite system Rr contains the followng rules (also called 
of type 1): 
f (x l  ... Xm, f (y l  ... yr), Zl ... Zù)~ f (xx  ... Xm, Yl ... Y,, Zl ... Zù) 
for all fe  O~-AC and m + n ~> 1 and r >~ 2. 
Definition 3.3. The rewrite system R~ consists of the rules (of type 2): 
f (x l  ... xm, g (Yl ... Yr), Zl ... zù) ~ f (x l  ... xm, y~, zx ... zù) 
for al l f~ ~-~l, nonconstant symbols g s.t. f>-~ g, m + n + 1 «( f )  and r~a(g)  and for 
all j = 1 ... r, and the rules (of type 3): 
f (X l  ... Xm, C, Yl ... Yù)-° f (X l  ... Xm, 2 ,  Yl ... Yù) 
for all f6  ~ß-i, constant symbols c s.t. f~-~ c and c ~ 2, and m + n + 1Ect(f). 
Let R denote the rewrite system R F U Rx. I f f(sl , . . . ,sm) is the normal form of 
a ground term s w.r.t, rewriting by RF only at the topmost position, then the 
top-flattening of  s, denoted by tf(s), is (sl ... . .  sm). 
Definition 3.4. Let s and t be terms in o~-(~), 
t f ( t )  = ( t l  ..... tù). Then s ~-t if and only if: 
• Vt' ~ snfa(t) qs' E snf« (s) s.t. s' ~rpo t' or 
• Vt '~snfR(t )3S 'esnfa(s)  S.t. s' ~rpo t' and 
1. ~ead(s )~~AC and {sl .... ,s,ù}>~{tl, ...,tù} or 
2. «~ead(s)q~~AC and (sl ..... sm) ~ -tex ( t l  . . . . .  tù).  
s.t. t f ( s )=(s l , . . . , sm)  and 
4. Properties of the rewrite system R 
In this section we will give some properties on R. These properties also lead to 
different ways of computing the set of normal forms efficiently. 
Lemma 4.1. Let s and t be terms in oq-(~) .  I f  s =AC t then t f (s)  ==AC tf(t) .  
Lemma 4.2. The relation ~a is included ~'rpo, hence terminatin#. 
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Lemma 4.3. Ler s and t be ground terms. The following properties are satisfied: 
1. ~ead(s ' )  = ~t~ead(s) for all s' in snfR(S) 
2. I f  s = f ( s l  ... Sm) and f(s'l ... s'ù)~snfR(s) then n >1 m. 
3. s>'rpoS' for all s' in snfR(S). 
4. I f f¢~l  then snfR(f(s l  ... sù)) = {f(s'l ... S'ù)IS;~SnfR(Si)}. 
The rewrite relation ~~ is not confluent, because of the rules of type 2 that can 
rewrite e.g. f (a,  g(a, b)) into both f (a ,  a) and into f (a,  b) if fe~r  I and e.g. a>-~ 
b~-~f>-~ g. However, the following property similar to confluence holds when 
computing sets of normal forms w.r.t. --'R. Roughly speaking, it states that confluence 
for computing the set of normal forms of a term t is preserved if all terms created by 
a rule of type 2 are kept. 
Lemma 4.4. (Confluence for computing snfR). 
snfR(t[la]) = snfn(t[rl  a]) ~ ... w snfR(t[rùa]), 
where a is a substitution and {rl . . . . .  rù} is the set of right-hand sides of all rules in R with 
left-hand side I. Note that n > 1 only for a rule of type 2, i.e. when l is of  the form 
f ( . . . ,g (x1  ....  ,Xn) . . . .  ). 
Proof. We first prove the termination and confluence of the following rewrite relation 
~SR on sets of terms 
Sw {t[ /a]}-~s«S~ {t[r ia]} w ... w {t[rùa]} 
with {rl ..... rù } as above. Termination follows from the termination of ~s .  The proof 
of(local) confluence is straightforward. It is based on an analysis of all possible critical 
overlaps. Here we only analyze one case. All other cases are equally simple. 
The set Xw{t [ f ( . . .g ( t l . . .g (s l . . . sm) . . . tù ) . . . ) ]} ,  where fe~l ,  ge~-AC and 
f>-~g,  can be rewritten into: X w {t [ f (  ... g(tl ... sl ... s,ù ... tù)... )]}, with a rule of 
type 1, and into X~{t [ / ( . . . t~ . . . ) ] l j= l . . .n}w{t [ f ( . . .g (s l . . .S rù ) . . . ) ]} ,  with 
a rule of type 2. But then using two rules of type 2, both sets can be reduced in one step 
to X~ {t [ / (  ... tj... )] [j = 1...n} w {t [ / (  ... s, ... )-] l i = 1...m}. 
Now it only remains to be proved that, given a ground term t, a term s is a normal 
form wrt R of t iff s belongs to the normal form of {t} w.r.t ~sR. The right-to-left 
implication is trivial. For the reverse implication we proceed by induction on the size 
of t w.r.t. >-rpo. If t is in normal form w.r.t. R then the result holds. Otherwise, we have 
t~R t' ~~ s and then also {t} ~sR{t'} w S ~~'RS'u S", where S' and S" are the 
normal forms of { t' } and S, respectively. Then, by induction hypothesis, ince t ~-rpo t', 
wehaves•S ' .  [] 
The confluence property for computing the set of normal forms of a term of the 
previous lemma will be used very often in what follows. It also provides already 
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a more efläcient method for computing the set of normal forms. Later on we will go 
more into detail about this. 
The following lemma states that AC-equal terms have the same sets of normal 
forms (as always, up to permutation of arguments of multiset operators). 
Lemma 4.5. Let s and t be two ground terms. I f  s =AC t then snfR(s) = snfg(t). 
Proof. By induction on Is[ + It[. Assume f (s l  ...sm) and f ( t l  ...t,ù) are the terms 
obtained by applying the flattening rules of RF at the topmost position of s and t, 
respectively, and note that snfR(s) = snfR(f(s l  ... sm)) and snfR(t) = snfR(f(t l  ... t,ù)) 
by the Confluence Lemma 4.4. 
Now for all si ther exists tj with sl =Actj (in fact, iff¢OBAC then i= j ) ,  and by 
inductive hypothesis snfR(Sl)= snfR(tj). Then by Lemma 4.4, snfR(s)= {s' ls 'e 
snfR(f(s'I ... S'm)) /x SlEsnfR(si) } and snf~(t)= {t'[t 'esnfg(f(t ' l  ... t ' ) )  ^ tiösnfR(ti)}, 
and these sets are equal (up to permutation of arguments of multiset operators). [] 
5. A total AC-compatible simplification ordering on ~-(OB ) 
This section is devoted to the ground case. There are subsections for each one of the 
properties needed, which together amount o the following main result. 
Theorem 5.1. The orderino » is an AC-compatible simplification orderin 9 on • (  °B) 
that is total on Y ( OB ) up to = AC. 
In what follows in this section, and as we are dealing with ground terms only and 
>'rpo is total on ground terms (up to permutation of arguments of multiset operators), 
to abbreviate the notation we will use mnf(t) for maX~po{SnfR(t)}, which is a unqiue 
ground term (up to permutation ofarguments of multiset operators). Now we can also 
write mnf(s)~-~pomnf(t) instead of "for all tl~SnfR(t) there exists s~~snfR(s) with 
sl ~rpotl" (and similarly for ~rpo). 
51. AC-compatibility 
Lemma 5.2. The relation >- is AC-compatible on Y(OB) 
Proof. Let s, s', t and t' be terms in 3-(OB) with s' =nc s~-t =Act'. We prove by 
induction on ]s[ + It] that s'~-t'. There are two possibilities: 
1. mnf(s)>-rpomnf(t). Then by Lemma 4.5, mnf(s')>-rpomnf(t'). 
2. mnf(s)= mnf(t). Then by Lemma 4.5, mnf(s ' )= mnf(t'). Now we suppose 
tf(s) = (sl,  ...,s,ù), t f (s ' )= (s'l ..... Sm), t f ( t )= (tx ..... tù) and t f ( t ' )=  (t'l, ...,t'ù), 
with tf(s) ==nc tf(s') and tf(t) -=nc  tf(t'). We distinguish two cases. 
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(a) ~ead(s)E~AC. By induction hypothesis for all pairs (s~, tj) s.t. s~>-t i. there is 
a pair (s~, t),) s.t. si = AC S'i,, tj = AC t), and s~, >- t ) ,  and for all pairs (si, t j) s.t. si = Ac tj 
there is a pair (sf,, t),) s.t. s;, = AC t ) ,  Therefore, since {sl . . . . .  s~ }))-{tl . . . . .  tù }, we have 
{S'x .. . . .  s'~}>~{t'x . . . . .  t'ù} and s'>-t'. 
(b) ;,~ead(s)(E~AC. Then sl =ACtl ^ "'" ^  Si-1 =ACti-I ^ Si>-ti for some i in 
1 ...m. Moreover,  S~=AcSj=-ACtj=ACt ~ for all j in 1 . . . i -  1. Now by induction 
hypothesis '~ =AcSi>-ti =ACt'i implies s~>-tl. Therefore s'>-t'. [] 
5.2. Ordering relation 
Lemma 5.3. The relation >- is an orderiny relation on 37-(~), i.e. it is irreßexive and 
transitive. 
Proof. Transitivity: For all s, t, ue  ° J - (~ -) we prove by induction on Isl + Itl + lul 
that s >- t and t >- u implies s >- u. I fs  >- t and t >- u then mnf(s) ~rpo mnf(t) >'rpo mnf(u). 
We distinguish two cases. 
1. mnf (s) >-~pomnf (t) or mnf (t) >-rpomnf (u). Then mnf (s) >-rpomnf (u) follows from 
transitivity of>-~~o and from the compatibi l ity of>-rpo with =.  
2. Otherwise mnf(s)=mnf( t )=mnf(u) ,  and therefore gead(s )=gead( t )= 
9~ead(u). Suppose tf(s) = (Sl . . . . .  s,ù), tf(t) = (t l  . . . . .  th) and t f (u )= (ul  . . . . .  u,) .  If 
~é'ead(s) e~AC then {sl . . . . .  Srù}>>'{tl . . . . .  th} and {tl .. . .  , tù}),)~{ul . . . . .  ur}. By induction 
hypothesis, s~ >- tj and tj >- Uk implies si >- Uk, and by AC-compatibi l i ty si = AC tj and 
tj >- Uk implies s~ >- Uk and si >- tj and tj = AC Uk imlies s~ >- Uk for all i in 1 ... m, j and 
1 . . .n and k in 1 ....  r. Now, from the definition of 7~ it follows that {sl . . . . .  s,ù}>~ 
{ul . . . . .  ur }. If ~ead(s)¢ ~-AC then s l = AC t l  ^ "'" Æ Sp_ 1 = AC tp_ 1 ^ Sp~-tp, for some 
p in 1 ...m, and tl =AC Ul A ... ^ tq-1 =ACUq-1  A tq~'l~lp, for some q in 1 ...m. But 
then by induction hypothesis and AC-compatibi l ity, for k = min(p, q) we have 
SI ~ AC 1ll A "'" A Sk_ 1 ~AC Uk-1 A tk~'U k. 
Irreflexivity: We prove s fr- s by induction on Is[. By irreflexivity of >-rpoWe have 
mnf(s) ~'rpo mnf(s), SO we only need to consider the second case of the definition of>-. 
If tf(s) is (Sl . . . . .  sù), then by inductive hypothesis, the relation >- is irreflexive for all si 
with i in 1... n. If ~,~ead(s)e..~AC then, since >- is irreflexive, transitive and AC- 
compatible for all s~, from the definition of >~ it follows that {Sx . . . . .  sn } ~{s l  . . . . .  sù }. 
On the other hand, if ~g~'ead(s)q~ ~AC then s ff-s, since si~si for all i in l . . . .  n. [] 
5.3. Subterm and deletion properties 
Lemma 5.4. The ordering >- fulfills the subterm and deletion properties. 
Proof. Subterm property: We obtain f ( . . .  s . . .  ) >- s for all s • ~(~)  by proving dir- 
ectly mnf ( f ( . . . s . .. )) >-rpomnf (s). 
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From the Confluence Lemma 4.4 it follows that snfR(f( . . ,  s. . .  )) = {snfR(f(ul . . .  Up, 
s', Vl... v«))l s'e snfR(s) ^  f (u l . . ,  up, ±, v l . . .  v«) e snfR(f( . . .  3_... ))}. Note that the 
reducibility of a contextf(ul ... Up, s, vl ... v«) of a term s by our particular set of rules 
R does not depend on s, and therefore all remaining reduction steps of f (ul ... up, s', 
vl ... v«) must involve the subterm s' and (since s' itself is also in normal form) be 
applied at the topmost position off(u~ ... up, s', vl ... v«). 
Now by the properties of ~'rpo it foIlows that in fact mnf( f ( . . ,  s . . . ) )e{s" [s"e  
snftdf(ul  ...up, s', vl ... vq)) ^  s' esnfR(s)} where f (u l  ... up, ±, vl ... vq) = mnf ( f (  .... 
± .... )). This allows us to suppose here w.l.o.g, that contexts of the form f ( . . .  s . . . )  
of the term s are already normalized by R (this will also be done in many 
subsequent lemmas, like the monotonicity lemmas, when dealing with such 
contexts). 
So here it suffices to prove that for all terms f (u l . . .up ,  s', v l . . .v«) that 
are in normal form except for the rules applied at the topmost position and that 
involve s', we have tarif(f (ul . . .  up, s', vl ... v«)) ~'rpoS'. We proceed by induction on 
Isl'. 
Assume s' = g(s~ ... Sm), and, since s' is in normal form, each si is in normal form wrt 
R too. We consider the following four cases: 
1. f¢~l  or g~~f .  Then, snfR(f(ul . . ,  up, g(sl . . .  Sm), Vl-.. V«)) = {f (u l . . .  Up, 
g(Sl ... Sm), Vl ... V«)}, which (by the subterm property of ~-rpo) is greater wrt ~-,po than 
g(s l  . . .  Sm). 
2. f=  g. Then if f~~-nc as before it holds; otherwise snfR(f(ul ...up, f (Sl ...Sm), 
Vl ... V«))= {f(Ul ... Up, Sl ... Sm, Vl ... V«)}, which is greter wrt >'rpo than f (s l  ... sm) 
since p + q > 0. 
3. fe°B i ,  f>-~g and m>0.  Then snfR(f(ul.. .Up, g(s l . . .Sm),Vl . . .v«))= 
U ~= 1 snfR ( f  (u i " ' "  Igp, S j, I) 1"'" l)q)). Suppose Sk = maxrp° {s i . . . . .  Sm }. Then by induction 
hypothesis there is a t 'esnfR(f(ul . . .Up,  Sk, Vl...V«)) with t')'rpoS«, and since 
f~~g and oegead(t') =f,  by definition of ~rpo it follows that t' ~rpog(Sl-.. Sm). 
4. fe°B l ,  f>'~,g and m = 0. Then we know that snfR(f(ul ...up, g, Vl . . .V«))= 
{f (u l  ... Up, _1_, Vl ... V«)}, which is greater w.r.t. ~~po than g. 
Deletion property: We obtainf(  ... s... );>-f( ... ) for a l l fe  °B-nc by proving directly 
mnf( f ( . . ,  s. . .  )) >- tarif(f( . . .  )). 
By the forms our rules have and by confluence (Lemma 4.4), we know that for all 
s"=f (u l . . .Up ,  V l . . .vq)esnfR( f ( . . . ) )  there exists at least one s '=f (u l . . .Up ,  
t, v~... v«) e snfR(f( . . ,  s. . .  ), and (by the deletion property of )>rpo) s' >-~poS'". [] 
5.4. Monotonicity 
The following lemma will be used to prove the monotonicity of » and also in 
following sections for different purposes. It describes when the ordering 
relation ~rpo between terms is preserved under addition of a context and interpreta- 
tion. 
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Lemma 5.5. For all #round f ( ... s ... ) and f (  ... t ... ), 
1. mnf  (s) ~-rpomnf (t) implies mnf  ( f ( ... s .. . )) >-rpomnf  ( f ( . . . t . . . )), 
2. mnf(s) ~-rpomnf(t) implies mnf ( f ( . . ,  s . . .  )) ~rpomnf ( f ( . . .  t . . .  )) i f  o~f'ead(s) ~-~ f. 
Proof. We first prove by induction on Isl + It[ the result for the case when mnf(s) = s 
and mnf(t)  = t, i.e. when s and t are normal forms wrt R. If s = t then this holds 
trivially, so we show s ~rpot implies mnf(cs)>'rpomnf(ct) for cs =f(u l  ... up, s, vl ... vq) 
and ct =f (u l  . . .up, t, Vx ...Vq) for all ul . . .up, vl ...Vq in ~--(~-) s.t. p + q + 1 sc( f ) .  
As in Lemma 5.2, we can suppose w.l.o.g, that the context f(ux ... up, vl ... Vq) is in 
normal form wrt R. Let s be g(sl ... Sm) and t be h(t~ ... th). 
I f f¢  ~~ or g ~-~f then by monotonicity of ~'~po and since ~R -~ >rpo, it follows 
that mnf(cs )=f (  ... s ... )>~pof( ... t. . .  ) ~rpo mnf( f (  ... t . . .  ) )=  mnf(ct). 
Otherwise, if f>~ h and t is not a constant hen by Lemma 4.4 snfa(ct )= 
snfR( f ( . . . t l . . .  )) U . . . ~ snfR( f ( . . . th... )). Since s ~'~pot, we have s ~-~poti for each ti, 
and by induction hypothesis, mnf(cs) ~'rpo tar i f ( f ( . . ,  t l . . .  )) for each ti which implies 
mnf(cs)~~pomnf(ct) .  If ~,~ead(s )=f  then mnf(s)~-~pomnf( f (  ... ti ... )) by induction 
hypothesis and then mnf(cs)~-rpomnf(ct  ). If ( f>~ h and) t is a constant (_1_ or not) 
then mnf(cs )~-mnf (c t )=f (u l  . . .up, _1_, vl ...Vq). When fe~-AC, the result follows 
similarly (using the fact that if ~,~ead(s) = f then m > 1). I f f¢  ~AC and ~ead(s )  = f 
then, since s~-~po_l_, mnf(cs )=f (u l  . . .up, s, vl . . .Vq)~~pof(Ul  . . .up, Z ,  vl . . .vq) by 
monotonicity of ~-~po. 
For the remaining cases we havefE~-i  and h ~~f  >-~ g. 
1. h~~f>-  ~ g. Then we have snfa(cs) = snfR( f ( . . ,  s l . . .  )) w . . .  w snfR( f ( . . .  S . . . .  )). 
Also, since S~~pot and also h~~g,  we have Si~'rpot for some s~, and by induction 
hypothesis mnf( f (  ... sl ... ) )~~pomnf(ct  ). But as snfR(cs) ~_ sn fg( f (  ... si ... )), we get 
mnf  (cs) >'rpo mnf  (ct). 
2. h~~ f= g. I f f~~AC then mnf(cs )=f ( . . . s~ . . .Sm. . . )  and since s~-~pot with 
h ~~ #, we have s~ >'rpo t for some s~. Then by the deletion property and monotonicity 
of ~rpo and since ~a-~ ~'rpo and m >1 we have mnf(cs )=f ( . . .S l . . . s~. . . )  
~-~pof( ... si. . .  ) >'rpof( ... t... ) >'~po mnf( f ( . . ,  t . . .  )) = mnf(ct). Otherwise, i f f¢  ~-AC 
then mnf(cs) =f(  ... s... )~~p~(. . .  t . .  ) -----~po mnf(c). 
3. h =f= y. If fe~-AC then since s~-~pot we have {s~ ...Sm}~'~'rpo{t ~ . . . th} , and 
mnf(cs) =f( . . .  s... s,ù... ) ~-~p~f(... t~... th... )) = mnf(ct). I f f¢  ~AC then, as in the 
previous case, mnf  (cs) ~ ~po mnf  (ct). 
Now we consider the general case, i.e. when s and t are not in normal form. We 
know by the Confluence Lemma 4.4 that sn fg(cs )=snfg( f ( . . . s~ . . . ) )w  . . .w  
sn fg( f ( . . ,  sm... )), where snfg(s) = {s~ ... s~}, and snfg(ct) = sn fa ( f ( . . . t l . . .  )) ~" .  
snfR( f (  ... t~ ... ) ) i fsnfa(t)  = {tl ... t~}. Now since mnf(s)~~po mnf(t)  we know that for 
each such t~ there is an sj with s~~-~pot~. But then by the first part of this proof, 
mnf( f ( . . ,  s j . . .  ) )~ '~pomnf( f ( . . .  t i . . .  )), and therefore mnf( f ( . . ,  s... ))___~po 
mnf( f ( . . ,  t . . . ) )  (and similarly we get ~-~po instead of ~rpo when ~~~ f). [] 
Lemma 5.6. The orderin# ~ is monotonic, i.e. s~- t impliesf( ... s ... )~- f (  ... t ... ) for  
all f ( . . . s . . . )  and f ( . . . t . . . )  in ~- (~) .  
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Proof. We will show that cs = f (ul ... up, s, vl ... v«) >-f  (ul ... up, t, vl ... Vq) = ct for all 
tl 1 .Up ,  V 1 ...l)q in ~(~)  s.t. p + q + 1 e t ( f ) .  
If s~- t  then mnf(s)~'rpomnf(t),  and by Lemma 5.5 mnf(cs)~rvomnf(ct  ). If 
mnf(cs) ~-~pomnf(ct) hen cs >-ct, so from now on we suppose mnf(cs) = mnf(ct).  We 
distinguish three cases: 
1. f~~-AC. Then cs~ct ,  since t f ( cs )=(u l . . .Up ,  s, v l . . . vq)~- l *~(u l . . .Up ,  t, 
vl . . .  v« ) = tf(ct). 
2. fe  ~AC and tarif(s)>-~pomnf(t). Then o~°ead(s) ¢fs ince  otherwise, by Lemma 5.5, 
mnf (cs) ;,-~pomnf (ct) and also t f  ( f  (ul ... Up, s, vl ... vq) ) = { u'l ... u'p, s, V'l ... V'q. }. Further- 
more, depending on whether ~,~Fead(t)=f or not, t f ( f (u~ ... Up, t, vl ... v«)) can be 
either {ul ... up', t, vl ... v;,} or of the form {U'l ... @,  tx ... tù, vl ... @},  where each h 
is a proper subterm of t. In both cases s ~ t implies, by the subterm property and 
transitivity of ;>-, that s >- h, and then t f ( f (ux  ... up, s, v l . . .  v«)))) , t f ( f (u~ ... Up, t, 
v ,  . . .  v«)).  
3. fe~-AC and tari f(s)= tarif(t), and therefore ~ead(s )= ~ead( t ) .  Now, if 
f¢  9~ead(s) then t f ( f (u l  ... up, s, v~ ... vq)) = {u'~ ... @,  s, V'l ... v'«,}~)-{u'~ ... @,  t, 
v'~ ... v'«,} = t f  ( f  (ul ... up, t, v~ ... vq)). I f f=  :~ead(s) then t f  ( f  (u~ ... up, s, v~ ... v«)) = 
{$1~1... Up,, SI . . .  Sm, Ifl . . .  V'q,}»{/,l i . . .  U;, t l . . .  th, I)i . . .  V; ,} = t f ( f (u ,  ... up, t, v~ ... v«)), 
since tf(s) = {s~ . . . . .  sm};,>-{t~ . . . . .  tù} = tf(t). [] 
5.5. Totality 
Lemma 5.7. The ordering >- is total on the AC-congruence classes o f  3-(.@), i.e.for all 
s, t in ~~ß-( ~ ) either s = AC to r  s >-t o r t  ~ s. 
Proof. By induction on I s [+ l t [ .  Suppose S#ACt .  If mnf(s)~-rpomnf(t)  or 
mnf( t )~rpomnf(s)  then s and ta re  comparable. Otherwise, mnf(s )= mnf(t)  and 
gead(s )= J/gead(t). Suppose t f ( s )= (sl  . . . . .  sm) and t f ( t )=  ( t l  . . . . .  th). There are 
two possibilities. 
1. gead(s )e~-AC.  Then by induction hypothesis all terms sl and tj are comparable 
by >-, i.e. u =AC V or u>-v or v>-u for all u, rE{s1 . . . . .  sm, tl . . . . .  tn}. It cannot be the 
case that {sl . . . . .  sm) ==AC {tl . . . . .  th} because s #ACt, and therefore m + n :/= 0. We 
now prove that such sets {sl . . . . .  Sm} and {tl . . . . .  tù} are comparable w.r.t. >> by 
induction on m + n. If m = 0 or n = 0 then this is the case. Otherwise, since >- is total 
on {st ... .  , Sm} and on {tl . . . . .  t~}, there are terms u and v that are maximal w.r.t. >- in 
{s~ . . . . .  Sm} and in {tl . . . . .  tù}, respectively. If u =AC V then by induction hypothesis 
{sl . . . . .  sm } \{u} is comparable (w.r.t. >~) with {tl . . . . .  t~ } \{v}(since they are not equiva- 
lent wrt = =AC) and therefore {s~ ....  ,Sm} and {tl . . . . .  t~} are comparable wrt »-. If 
u #AC V then suppose w.l.o.g, that u >-v. By transitivity and AC-compatibi l i ty u >-tj 
for all j in 1... n and therefore {s~ .. . . .  sm}>>(t~ .. . . .  tù}. 
2. Jt°ead(s)q~«~AC. Then i f i  is the minimum in 1 ... m s.t. ss =/=ACt~, by induction 
hypothesis ~ >- t~ or tl >- ss and therefore s>- t o r t  >- s. [] 
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6. Implementing the ordering 
From the following two lemmas we will obtain an algorithm to compare fficiently 
terms in our ordering. 
Lemma 6.1. mnf( f ( s l  ... sù)) = mnf ( f (mnf (s l ) . . ,  mnf(sù))) for every f ( s l  ... sù) in 
y - (~) .  
Proof. By Lemma 4.4 we have mnf( f ( sx . . ,  sù)) = maXrpo(sn f« ( f ( s l . . ,  sù))) = maXrpo 
{t l tesn fR( f ( s ' l  ... S'ù)) ^  S lSsnfR(Si )} = maXrpo{mnf( f ( s ' l  ... s 'ù) ) ls~esnfR(s i )} ,  which 
is equal to mnf( f (mnf (s l ) . . .mnf (sù) ) ) ,  since applying Lemma 5.5 n times: 
mnf  ( f (mnf  (s l ), mnf  (sz ) . . . mnf  (sù) ) ) ~'rpo mnf  ( f (s'l , mnf  (s2 ) . . . . .  mnf  (sù) ) ) ~'~po"" >'rpo 
mnf  ( f (s'l , s'z . . . s'ù _ 1, mnf  (sù) ) ) ~_rpomnf ( f (s'l , s'2 . . . . .  s'ù_ 1, s'ù) ). Then, by transitivity of 
>'rpo it follows that: mnf( f (mnf (s l ) . . ,  mnf(sù) ) )  >'~po mnf( f ( s ' l  ...s'ù)). [] 
Lemma 6.2. I f  t l . . . . .  tù are ground terms in normal  fo rm w.r.t R,  f e ~ i  and f >-~ g then 
mnf  ( f ( . . . g( t l ... tù) . . . )) = mnf  ( f ( . . . t . . . )), where t is the max imal  term wrt  >rpo in 
{tl,...,tù}. 
Proofi By Lemma 4.4 it holds that mnf( f ( . . .9 ( t l  ... tù ) . . . ) )  = maXrpo 
(sn fR( f  ( ... 9 ( t l  ... tù) ... ))) = maxrpo(sn fR( f  ( ... t l . . .  )) w ... w sn fR( f  ( ... tù ... )))  = 
maXrpo{mnf ( f ( . . ,  t l  . . . ) )  . . . . .  mnf ( f ( . . ,  tù...))} which is equal to mnf( f ( . . ,  t . . . ) ) ,  
since t = mnf( t )~rpomnf ( t i )  = ti (note that each ti is in normal form), and then by 
Lemma 5.5 we have mnf( f (  ... t ... ) )~- rpomnf ( f (  ... t i ... )). [] 
From this lemma and Lemma 6.1. we obtain an algorithm to compute fficiently the 
mnf( t )  for some ground term t by rewriting innermost and instead of applying m rules 
of type 2 of the form f ( . . .9 (u l  . . .uù , ) . . . )~f ( . . .u j . . . )  just using one of them: 
f ( . . .  9 (u l . . .  uù,) . . .  ) ~f ( . . .  u . . .  ) where u is maximal wrt ~rpo in {Ul .... , u,ù} (this way 
of rewriting innermost with R and applying rules of type 2 keeping only the maximal 
subterm was the original definition of the interpretation i our preliminary paper 
[19]). In this way we also obtain, as a side effect, the mnf( t ' )  for all subterms t' of t, 
which may be needed when checking whether t>-s (for some other ground term s) 
using the second branch of the definition of >-. 
Note that noninnermost versions of this strategy do not work, because then 
sometimes for a term t a nonmaximal normal form is obtained: with 
f~9>-h~i>-a>-b  and h, fe~ac  = ~-~, for the term t = h(b, i ( f (a ,  b), 9 ( f (b ,  b)))) 
we have tarif(t) = h(b, 9 ( f (b ,  b))), hut by non-innermost rewriting we would obtain 
h(b , f (b ,  b)). 
This method provides a simple way to implement our ordering in any existing 
rewrite laboratory in which a rewriting mechanism and the PRO ordering are 
available. 
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In this way, to get an even easier definition of the rewrite rules and avoid fixing 
a strategy while keeping the uniqueness of the normal form in the ground case, we can 
write such rules of type 2 as 
f ( . . .g (u l  . . .uù,) . . . ) - -+f( . . .u . . . )  i fu is maximal wrt >-in {ul ...um}. 
Note that we have used >- instead of >'rpo. This is allowed since s>-t implies 
mnf(s) >-rpomnf(t), for all ground terms s and t. 
7. Terms with variables 
In Theorem 7.2 we will prove that >- is stable under ground substitutions: for all 
s and t in J (  ~ ,  X) and for all ground substitutions a,ifs >- t then sc >- ta. This allows us 
to use the ordering for all practical purposes like orienting nonground rewrite systems or 
- which was our main motivation for this work - to obtain complete theorem proving 
strategies with built-in AC-unification, and to the extension to the AC-case of the 
deduction methods for constrained clauses. First we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 7.1. Ler s and t be terms in ~J'(~-, Y') in normal form w.r.t R. Then S>-rpot 
implies mnf (sa) >-~pomnf (ta) for all ground substitutions a. 
Proof. By induction on [sl + It[. If t is some variable x, then, since S»rpot , X is 
a proper subterm of s and ta is a proper subterm of str. Then by (the proof of) 
Lemma 5.4, mnf(sa)>-rpomnf(ta). 
If t is not a variable, then it is of the form g(tl ... tù) with n ~> 0. Since S~' rpot  , the 
term s cannot be a variable, so let s be of the formf(sl  ... sù,) with m >~ 0. Then we have 
the following cases. 
1. g>-a, f Then there is an sl s.t. si>_rpot. If s l - - t  then, by Lemma 5.4, 
mnf(sa)>-rpomnf(sia) = mnf(t~r). Similarly, if si>-rpot' then, by the induction hypo- 
thesis and by Lemma 5.4, mnf(sa)>-rpomnf(sia)>-~pomnf(ta). 
2. f >-~ g- Then s >-~pot~ and, by induction hypothesis, mnf(sa)>-rpomnf(t~a) for all 
/ in 1 ... n. Now, since a¢gead(sa) =f,  mnf(sa)>-rpog(mnf(tla) ..... mnf(tùa)) and there- 
fore mnf(sa) >- ~»o t' for all t' ~ { g (t'l . . . . .  t'ù) I tl ~ snfR(tia) }. But since t' >--~~o mnf(t') be- 
cause --+R ~ >'rpo, and mnf(t ' )= mnf(ta) for one such t', we obtain mnf(sa)>-rpo 
m, f  (ttr). 
3. f=  g and f /~-AC (but maybe fee- t ) .  Then n = m and Sl = tl ^ ... ^ si i = 
ti-  1 A Si>-rpotl for some i in 1 ... m, where s~ is not variable, and S>'~potk for all k in 
i+  1 ...n. Moreover, by Lemma 4.4 and the properties of >-~po, it holds that 
mnf(sa)=f(s ' l  ..... s'ù), where mnf( f (±,s~))=f(_ l_ ,s ) )  for all j in 1...n, 
mnf(ta) =f(t ' l  . .... t'ù), where mnf( f (±,  tj)) =f(±,  t~) for all j in 1 ... n (note that we 
have no flattening rules for f).  But s~ = t~ forj in 1... i - 1, and, by the fact that s~ is not 
a variable and by induction hypothesis, we have s~ = mnf(sia)>'rpomnf(ti6)>'rpot~ and 
mnf(s6)>-rpomnf(tk6)~_rpo t'k f r all k in i + 1 .... n. Therefore, mnf(s6)>-~pomnf(t6 ). 
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4. f=  g andfe  ~-AG. Then {s, ... s,ù} ~~po{tl ... tù}. Now let {Sl ... sp} and {tl ... te} 
be the sets obtained by deleting all common terms {sp+~...s,ù} and {t«+~ ...tù} 
between {sl ... s,ù} and {tl ... tù}. 
Then still {sl ... Sp} ~~po{t~ ... te} and for all tj there exists an s~ s.t. s~>-~potj and by 
induction hypothesis, mnf(sitr)>-rpomnf(t/r). Note that for all these s~, we have 
~ead(s i )  >-~fsince s is in normal form wrt R and si 4: _L. Let mnf(sltr) be maximal in 
{mnf (sla) ] i = 1 ... p ^ 9rgead(sl) ~ ~ f }. Then mnf (sla) >-,pomnf (tja) for al l j  in 1 ... q. 
Now note that mnf(str)= mnf ( f ( s la  ... sma)) whicb by Lemma 6.1 is equivalent o 
mnf( f (mnf(s la) . . .mnf(smtr) ) )  which will be of the form f (mnf(s la) ,  
u21... U2k~ ... U,ùI ... Umk~), since o~ff ead(Sl ) >- ~f  
Similarly, mnf(ta) is equivalent to mnf( f (mnf( t l t r ) . . ,  mnf(tùa))) which will be of the 
form f (u'~ l ... u ~,i ... uù~ ... uù«,). 
Now to prove that mnf (str) >-~pomnf (ur) we need {mnf (sl a), u21.., u2«, .. u,ùl ... uù~,ù }
>;~rpo{Ui~ ... U'~kl... U'ùa ... U'ùk;}. This is indeed the case, as (i) the terms u and u' coming 
from the common terms {s~+a ... sù,} and {t«+a ... tù} are equal and can again be 
removed, and (ii) for the remaining terms u' we have mnf(sa a) >-~poU'. For part (ii) note 
the following: Each mnf(t~a) produces terms u)~ ... U)k'~ in mnf(ttr). But by the rules of 
R in fact these u)l ... u)~~ also fulfil that f(_l_, u)~... U)k}) = mnf(f(_f_, mnf(t~a))). But 
then by Lemma 5.5, mnf (s ~ a) >-rpomnf(tjtr) implies tarif(f  (_t_, mnf (s ~ a) ) ) ~ ,pomnf( f ( Z , 
tarif(t ja))) since ~'f ead(st ) ;> ~ f that is,f(_l_, mnf (s~ a) ) >-rpj(_l_, u)~ ... Uik') ), and there- 
fore mnf(sla)>-,poU)~ . . .  bl)k ~. [] 
Theorem 7.2. For all s and t in J - (  ~', ~)  and for all #round substitutions tr, if s >- t then 
sa ;> ta. 
Proof. By induction on [s[+l t [ .  Suppose snfR(s)= {s'l . . . . .  s'p} and snfR(t)= 
{t'l . . . . .  t'«}. Then by the Confluence Lemma 4.4, snfR(str) = snfR(s'ltr) w . . .  w snfR(S'p«) 
! 
and snfR(ttr) = snf«(t'l a) w ... w snfR(t«tr). 
If s>-t  by the first branch of the ordering, i.e. for all t'e{t'~ . . . . .  t'«} there exists 
s'~{s'~ . . . . .  s~,}, s.t. s'>-,pot', then by Lemma 7,1 for all t) there is an s'i s.t. 
mnf(s~a) >-,pomnf(t'~a), i.e. mnf(sa) >-rpomnf(ta) and sa >- ta. 
If s >-t by the second branch of the ordering, i.e. for all t '~ {t'~ . . . . .  t'q} there exists 
! ! t t ! s'e{s'~ . . . . .  sp},  s.t. s >-rpot, then by Lemma 7.1 for all tj there is an si s.t. mnf(s;tr) 
>-,pomnf(t)a), i.e. ~ead(s)  = gead( t )  and mnf(sa);>rpomnf(ttr) and we can apply the 
second part of the definition of ;>- to prove sc >-ter. 
Suppose t f (s )= {sb ...,Sm} and t f ( t )= {tl . . . . .  t,}. If ~ead(s)q~~AC then sl =AC 
tl ^ "'" /X Si- i  =ACti-1 ^  Si>'ti implies by induction hypothesis sla =AC 
t la  ^ "'" A S~-la =ACti-1 O" and Siff ~'tit7, which implies sa>-t«. 
If ~ead(s)  • °B•c then {Sl . . . . .  Sm } ~~ { t ~, ..., tù }, and by induction hypothesis i >- tg 
implies s~a ~ t l ,  which implies {Sxtr . . . . .  starr}>;> {tl a . . . . .  tùa}. 
However, tf(sa) is not necessarily {slŒ .. . . .  sma}, since some sl may be a variable 
x with ~ead(x«)  =f  But note that the (occurrence of) common terms in both tf(s) 
and tf(t) need not be considered and that {Sx .. . . .  sm }~,:>{tl . . . . .  tù} implies that for each 
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t~ with no corresponding occurrence in{s1 ..... sm} there must be a nonvariable siwith 
Si~-tj. Therefore, we have tf(sa)5~,tf(ta) nd sa~ta .  [] 
As a consequence of Lemma 7.1, the implementation technique described in the 
previous ection can also be applied when comparing terms with variables, with the 
modification that in the application of rules of type 2 there may be more than one 
maximal term, and all rulesf( ... g(ul ... u,ù)... )~f ( . . .  u... ) where u is maximal wrt 
5" rpo in{u1 ..... uù, } have to be applied. This allows one to obtain smaller sets of normal 
forms. 
8. Examples 
Due to its totality property (which distinguishes it from all other AC-compatible 
path orderings) the main field of application of AC-RPO is the one of complete 
strategies for theorem proving and unfailing Knuth-Bendix completion modulo AC, 
However, it can also be used to orient AC-rewrite systems. Below we show some 
examples of proving termination of such rewrite systems. 
In the following example, note that our ordering orients the distributivity axiom in 
the opposite way wrt the usual orientation. 
Example 8.1. Suppose , + e~-AC and • >-~ +.  Then x ,y  + x ,z>-x , (y  + z), 
since snfR(x * y + x , z) = {x , y + x , z}, snfR(x * (y  + z)) = {x , y, x , z} and x , y + 
~,  Z~-rpoX*y and x * y + x * z>'rpoX * Z. 
Example 8.2 (Rinos). With + E~-AC and • »~I  >-~ + >-~ 0, we have the following 
canonical term rewrite system: 
O+ X -"* X 
I(x) + x --, 0 
i (o ) - - ,  o 
, ( I (x ) ) - - ,  x 
I (x  + y) --* I(x) + I(y) 
x , (y+ z) --, (x ,y )+(x ,z )  
(x+y) ,z  --, (x , z) + (y ,  z) 
O*x --} 0 
x ,O --* 0 
x,1(y)  --, 1(x ,y)  
I (x ) ,y  ~ I (x ,y )  
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Note that here the distributivity axiom can be oriented in the usual way since • is not 
an AC-symbol. 
Example 8.3. Milners's nondeterministic machines. With + e ~AC and L 5-~ T>-~ 
+ ;>-~ 0 we have the following canonical term rewrite system: 
O÷x "-+ X 
X ÷ X -+ X 
r ( r{x)) -+ r(x) 
L(r(x)) + L(x) 
T(x) + x -- T(x) 
T(x+y)+x --+ T(x+y) 
T(T(y) + x) --* T(x + y) + T(y) 
L(T(y) + x) --* L(x + y) + L(y) 
9. Comparison with other related work and extensions 
First let us mention some aspects related to the application of the ordering to the 
orientation of AC-rewrite systems. As shown in Example 8.1, in many cases the 
orientations obtained by our ordering are different from the usual ones. 
An AC-compatible path ordering that does orient the distributivity axiom in the 
"appropriate" way is the one given in [ l l ]  (this is also the case using polynomial 
interpretations [4]). But this ordering is not total on ground terms because of its way 
of comparing terms with the same AC-top-symbol, since sometimes the subterms can 
be used once in a comparison. For instance, if a ~~ b >-~ c then the termsf(a, c) and 
f(b, b) are incomparable, and it seems that this problem is inherent o the ordering 
and difficult to overcome. This problem does not occur in our ordering, since we 
compare multisets in the usual way (as RPO, for instance) which preserves the totality 
property. 
In the associative path ordering (APO) [3] for many signatures no precedence 
satisfying the rather severe restrictions exists. In its recent extension EAPO [6] this 
problem is solved and for all signatures always some admissible precedence exists 
(although not all precedences can be used like in our case). APO roughly consists of 
interpreting the terms by rewriting them with a set of distributivity axioms and then 
comparing them by RPO. Therefore, these orderings are nontotal in the sense that 
terms equivalent under the distributivity laws will be incomparable. A well-known 
trick to attack this problem is to use a lexicographic ombination where the first 
component is APO and the second component some other ad-hoc ordering to deal 
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with cases of distributivity-equivalent terms. This can be done since the incomparabil- 
ity relation under APO is a congruence. In fact, it is the ACD-congruence relation 
(where D stands for distributivity). But surprisingly, this is not the case for EAPO, 
since there may be ACD-equivalent terms with different ransformations and there- 
fore comparable under RPO, which makes them comparable under EAPO. Let us 
give an example. 
Example 9.1. Let h, g and f be AC-symbols, with h>-~ g»~ f (note that this 
precedence is not allowed in APO). Then the rules applied in the transformation are: 
h(f(x, y), z) ~ f(h(x, z), h(y, z)) 
h(g(x, y), z) ~ g(h(x, z), h(y, z) ) 
g(f(x,  y), z) ~ f(g(x, z), g(Y, z)) 
Now the following two terms: 
s =f( f (g(h(a,  a), h(a, a)), g(h(a, a), h(a, a)))), f(g(h(a, a), h(a, a)), g(h(a, a), h(a, a)))) 
and t =f(g(h(a, a), h(a, a)), g(h(a, a), h(a, a))) are ACD-equivalent (both can be 
obtained from the term h(g(a, a),f(a, a))) and are in normal form w.r.t, the set of rules. 
Finally, if we compare s and t after flattening by RPO, we have s greater than t. Note 
that s >'EAPO t is in fact needed, since t is a proper subterm of s and EAPO is 
a simplification ordering. 
This means that EAPO could only be used as the first component in such 
a lexicographic combination if the EAPO incomparability relation is indeed a congru- 
ence, which, to our knowledge, is an open question. 
By a similar method, one can obtain from our ordering an AC-compatible simplifi- 
cation ordering total on ground terms that does orient distributivity in the "right" 
way: take as first components any desired orderings (like APO) for which the 
incomparability relation is a congruence, and use our ordering as last component to 
make the combination total on ground terms. This has been pointed out to us by 
Claude Marché, who describes and uses this technique in his Ph.D. Thesis [14], where 
this method is also used in practice for efficiency reasons. 
10. Future work 
As mentioned in the introduction, a very interesting open question is whether it is 
possible to decide the satisfiability of AC-ordering constraints, i.e. given s > t with 
s and t in ~- (~,  ~)  (or a quantifier-free boolean formula built over such inequations) 
to decide whether there exists a ground tr such that sa >-ta for our ordering. We 
believe that the ordering defined here should be simple enough to lead to a procedure 
for deciding such problems, which, as we have shown for the case modulo the empty 
theory, has interesting applications in automated theorem proving. 
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